Pursuant to the Public Notice (“Notice”) released by the Commission on March 26, 2024,\(^1\) TechFreedom submits the following comments in support of the SpaceX Petition for Rulemaking, filed on February 21, 2024 (“Petition”).\(^2\) By these Comments, TechFreedom echoes SpaceX’s call for a rulemaking to update the 30-year-old rules for this spectrum.

I. Introduction and Background

In its Petition, SpaceX requests that the Commission commence a rulemaking proceeding to update its rules surrounding shared use of the 1.6/2.4 GHz spectrum in the Mobile Satellite Services (“MSS”),\(^3\) first adopted in 1994.\(^4\)

---

\(^1\) Public Notice, DA 24-298 (released Mar. 26, 2024). The Notice set the comment date as April 25, 2024, and the reply comment date as May 10, 2024. These comments are timely filed.


\(^3\) The band includes spectrum between 1610-1617.775 MHz and 2483.5-2500 MHz. For simplicity, the 1.6/2.4 GHz Band will be referred to in these comments as the 1.6 GHz Band.

A. History of Big LEO Systems and the 1.6 GHz Band

The early 1990s were a heady time for the satellite industry. Grandiose plans were hatched for constellations of LEO satellites both by traditional powerhouses such as Motorola, TRW, and Loral, as well as a cadre of smaller companies and startups. The future seemed boundless, and the FCC agreed: “This new mobile satellite service—the ‘MSS Above 1 GHz’ or ‘Big LEO’ satellite service—has the potential to provide not only a variety of new services to users in the United States, but to provide integrated communication services to all parts of the world, including those that are now grossly underserved.” The Commission envisioned all manner of 1990s telecommunications services being delivered via Big LEO systems.

The Commission also clearly contemplated multiple operators sharing the band, given the pending applications at the time, the interest in the rulemaking, and the four commercial operators who signed a joint proposal recommending spectrum sharing.

---

6 Id. ¶ 7.
8 1994 Big LEO Report & Order, ¶ 7 (Ellipsat, Constellation Communications, Inc. (Constellation), and AMSC Subsidiary Corporation (AMSC)).
9 Id. ¶ 1.
10 Id. ¶ 3 (“[T]he Big LEO service can offer an almost limitless number of services, including ubiquitous voice and data mobile services, position location services, search and rescue communications, disaster management communications, environmental monitoring, paging services, facsimile transmission services, cargo tracking, and industrial monitoring and control.”). Services may change, but the need for spectrum does not.
11 Id. ¶ 9, n. 23. See also id. ¶ 57 (“We need not decide now on a course of action to be taken in the event that only one Big LEO system is implemented, whether it is a CDMA or TDMA/FDMA system.
Big LEO Report and Order references “sharing” more than 60 times. The Commission also stressed the need for the new systems to be spectrally efficient.

But establishing rules for the 1.6 GHz band in the United States had to wait until after the 1992 World Administrative Radio Conference, when the ITU allocated frequencies for MSS in February 1992. Once that occurred, in less than a year, the Commission went from an NPRM to the 1994 Big LEO Report and Order, and the Commission moved forward to grant four CDMA NGSO MSS systems, authorizing use of the 1610-1621.35 MHz band for service uplinks and 2483.5-2500 MHz for service downlinks, and one TDMA system to

If and when that occurs, we will weigh a variety of factors in a rulemaking, including our preference for multiple entry, constraints on the assigned spectrum due to international coordination agreements, system efficiency, and system loading, when considering a spectrum adjustment for that system.

See, e.g., id. ¶ 41 (“Because the spectrum sharing plan we adopt today accommodates up to five systems . . .”); ¶ 59 (“We recognize that if all six of the pending applicants are found qualified under our Big LEO rules, our five-system sharing plan will not be able to accommodate all of them.”).

See, e.g., id. ¶ 19 (prior satellite system deployment is “not sufficient to preclude embracing a new and potentially more efficient technology, notwithstanding its substantial risks and costs. On the contrary, the Commission has a mandate to encourage new technologies and services. While both LEO and GSO systems portend substantial opportunities for employment growth and export of U.S. technologies worldwide, LEO systems have greater potential to serve more uniformly the United States and international locations with smaller, more ubiquitous and lower power equipment. This leads us to conclude that the primary use of the subject spectrum should be by LEO systems.” (footnote omitted)); ¶ 24 (“We indicated in the Notice that the public interest would be served if LEO systems provided efficient and ubiquitous voice service to users throughout the United States. We therefore proposed to require each LEO system to have at least one satellite at an elevation angle of at least 5 degrees at any given time in all areas of the United States.”).

See infra Section II.C for a discussion of the need for a speedy rulemaking process to update the current 1.6 GHz rules.

Iridium, authorizing bi-directional TDMA operation in the 1621.35-1626.5 MHz band. The Big LEO Report and Order specifically stated that the FCC would review the sharing plan in the event that only one CDMA system came online.

We need not decide now on a course of action to be taken in the event that only one Big LEO system is implemented, whether it is a CDMA or TDMA/FDMA system. If and when that occurs, we will weigh a variety of factors in a rulemaking, including our preference for multiple entry, constraints on the assigned spectrum due to international coordination agreements, system efficiency, and system loading, when considering a spectrum adjustment for that system. Ultimately, only one CDMA system was built and launched (Globalstar), and only one TDMA system was deployed (Iridium). The other proposed systems (and other high-profile Big LEO systems), withered on the technological vein. Even Globalstar and Iridium only narrowly escaped extinction, both going through bankruptcies.

---


20 As the 2004 Big LEO Report & Order attests (¶ 22), the Iridium system was barely saved during a bankruptcy petition (“In August 1999, the Motorola subsidiary with principal financial responsibility for Iridium operation filed for protection from creditors under Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code. The Iridium system ceased commercial operation in the spring of 2000, and Motorola prepared to remove the satellites from orbit, but a bankruptcy sale of the Iridium assets shortly before the scheduled starting date for de-orbiting preserved the system from imminent destruction. The
B. Present Day Utilization of the 1.6 GHz Band

According to the SpaceX Petition, the Globalstar constellation has withered to just seven satellites, and Globalstar has requested authorization to construct and fly 26 new satellites that would utilize the entire band, further entrenching itself as the single CDMA operator at 1.6 GHz. The Iridium constellation consists of 66 satellites that utilize the 1.6 GHz spectrum for customer links, 29.1 to 29.3 GHz for gateway uplink and 19.1 to 19.6 GHz for gateway downlinks. End user data speeds are between 176-704 Kbps.

II. The Commission Should Commence a Rulemaking Proceeding Immediately

A. Space Spectrum Is Precious and Must Be Used Efficiently

While the 1990s were for space dreamers, today there are space doers. With an order of magnitude drop in launch costs, and a multiple orders of magnitude drop in satellite manufacturing costs (on a dollar-per-megabit throughput basis), we are experiencing an

---

21 See Petition, p. 1, n.4.


entirely new revolution in satellite communications. FCC Chairwoman Rosenworcel put it succinctly: “the new space age needs new rules.” Those new rules must include more than updating the application process. They must address the underlying spectrum use. In short, the satellite revolution needs space spectrum, and that spectrum must be used efficiently.

We’ve written for decades about this need. TechFreedom has filed comments in numerous proceedings stressing the importance of freeing up additional spectrum for space uses, and in particular, protecting space spectrum from being syphoned off by terrestrial

---

26 See DUNSTAN, Bring On the Space Barons, supra note 19 ("What Musk has going for him is not only SpaceX’s much cheaper launches, but the price of space hardware itself. Each Starlink satellite costs only $500,000. That represents a 98 percent reduction of the cost on a price-per-kilogram basis as compared to traditional telecommunications satellites—a two-orders of magnitude reduction.").


28 See, e.g., Transparency Initiative, FCC, https://www.fcc.gov/space/transparency-initiative (last visited Apr. 24, 2024) (“The goal is to provide interested parties with user-friendly information and guidance regarding the Commission’s space station and earth station application and authorization procedures. The initiative covers a variety of topics, including application completeness, orbital debris requirements, and inter-bureau and inter-agency coordination.”).


In this proceeding, the issue is whether the Commission will hold fast to its prior conclusion that multiple operators should share the 1.6 GHz band, or allow incumbent users to back themselves into monopoly licenses just by surviving over the years, continuing to limp along with a small number of satellites offering slow speeds, often employing inefficient technologies. According to a 2017 presentation, for example, Globalstar lists the data speeds of its first generation system at 9.6 kbps. Iridium fares hardly better, touting data speeds of “176 Kbps to 704 Kbps.”

### B. The Commission Should Require the Same Level of Innovation in the Satellite Services as It Has with Broadband

Imagine a world where terrestrial access to the Internet was limited to 9.6 kbps (or 9600 baud) or even 704 kbps. There was such a world—it was called the 1990s. When it comes to terrestrial broadband, however, the FCC has mandated improved speeds over the years. In its 1999 Section 706 Report to Congress, the FCC defined broadband as 200 kbps in both directions. In subsequent Reports over the years, the FCC has continually redefined

---

31 Reply Comments in Expanding Flexible Use of the 12.2-12.7 GHz Band, WT Docket No. 10-443 (July 7, 2021); Expanding Flexible Use of the 12.2-12.7 GHz Band, WT Docket No. 20-443 (May 7, 2021); Use of the 12.2-12.7 GHz Band for Two-Way Mobile Broadband Service at 3, RM Docket No. 11768 (Oct. 8, 2020) (“The FCC has made 5G a priority . . . But that should not mean that every time someone asks for more spectrum to deploy 5G systems, the FCC should genuflect and pull that spectrum from any other use.” (footnotes omitted)).


what constitutes broadband,\textsuperscript{35} until just last month, where the FCC redefined broadband to be 100/20 Mbps, a more than two order of magnitude (100 times) increase in speed from 1999. The federal government has pushed terrestrial broadband providers to be more efficient and deliver higher speeds, only allowing federal funds to flow to those that do.\textsuperscript{36}

But satellite speeds seem stuck in the 1990s, mainly because the Commission has not required operators to become more efficient in their spectrum and technology use. It is indeed ironic that space technology, which conjures up images of humans walking on the Moon, now lags so far behind. That needs to change, and this proceeding can usher in a new era of technological advancement in the public interest.

\textbf{C. Time Is of the Essence}

While the U.S. satellite rules are stuck in the 1990s, other nations are not waiting. They’re moving forward with new systems that compete with and far outperform American providers, especially the current 1.6 GHz offerings. Continued inaction by the FCC to require more efficient use of the 1.6 GHz spectrum rewards foreign competitors. As such, the


Commission should recall its quick action in 1994 and immediately begin an expedited rulemaking process, with a goal of moving from an NPRM to rules by the end of 2024.

III. New Sharing Rules Should Require Efficient Spectrum Use

A. New Sharing Rules Should Reward Performance

At the heart of this rulemaking should be an effort to craft rules that speed up throughput in the 1.6 GHz band. The new sharing rules should require licensees to improve the efficiencies of their systems as a condition of continued rights to use this spectrum. Indeed, the current rules appear to encourage and reward the reverse—less efficient systems, requiring more spectrum, are allowed to flourish and keep out new entrants. The 1.6 GHz NPRM could fix this in two ways: (1) specify minimum performance standards that require licensees to improve their systems over time (similar to what the FCC has done by redefining broadband speeds); or (2) provide sharing preferences based on system throughput—those licensees demonstrating better and more efficient systems would be allowed access to more spectrum.

B. New Sharing Rules Can’t Adopt the “Gym Membership” Model

A fundamental problem can arise with spectrum sharing. We’ve dubbed this the “gym membership” model: a sharing plan is developed on the assumption, or at least the hope, that so few licensees end up using the frequencies that coordination is easy. The gym membership business model is clear: Invite as many people as possible to sign up for a monthly fee, and hope that only a small fraction of those paying actually use the facilities, or

if they show up at all, they don’t stay long.\textsuperscript{14} The Commission seems to favor a similar approach: craft detailed sharing rules that invite as many users as possible to share spectrum—and hope most NGSO satellite systems are never deployed.

There’s another aspect of the gym membership model lurking here. Say you decide to join the local gym, but once your membership is paid for, you find that every time you visit, all the lockers are taken (sometimes with locks that look like they’ve been untouched for years), and all the machines are constantly in use by the regular attendees, who seem to be the only ones that know the queuing system. Chances are you’d find a different gym, or just stop trying to exercise at all. That’s exactly what happened following the 1994 Big LEO Report and Order, and why a new spectrum sharing approach is warranted.

\textbf{IV. Conclusion}

Thirty years might as well be a millennium when it comes to communications technology. Somehow, while terrestrial data throughput has increased more than 100-fold, satellite systems languish at 1990s speeds because the Commission has not updated its rules and required satellite licensees to become more efficient. The “new rules” that Chair Rosenworcel spoke of must include a requirement that satellite operators up their game. TechFreedom supports a rulemaking to make that happen in the 1.6 GHz band.
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